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Abstract: The smart city concept attracted high research attention in recent years within the diverse 16 
application domains such as crime suspects identification, border security, transportation, 17 
aerospace and so on. Specific focus has been the increased automation using the data driven 18 
approaches while leveraging the remote sensing and real time streams of heterogenous data from 19 
various resources including unmanned aerial vehicles, surveillance cameras and low-earth-orbit 20 
satellites. One of the core challenges in exploitation of such high temporal data streams specifically 21 
the videos, is the trade-off between the quality streaming of video data with limited transmission 22 
bandwidth. An optimal compromise between the level of comprehension and video quality is vital 23 
to process the large amount of video data efficiently. This manuscript proposes a novel unified 24 
approach to lossy and lossless video frame compression which is beneficial for the autonomous 25 
processing and enhanced representation of high-resolution video data in various domains. The 26 
proposed fast block matching motion estimation technique, namely Mean Predictive Block 27 
Matching, is based on the principle that general motion in any video frame is usually coherent. This 28 
coherent nature of the video frames dictates a high probability of a macroblock having the same 29 
direction of motion as the macroblocks surrounding it. The technique employs Partial Distortion 30 
Elimination algorithm to condense the exploration time where partial summation of the matching 31 
distortion between current macroblock and its contender one will be used when the matching 32 
distortion surpasses the current lowest error. Experimental results indicate the superiority of 33 
proposed approach over the existing state of the art techniques including Four Step Search, Three 34 
Step Search, Diamond Search, and New Three Step Search. 35 
Keywords— Remote sensing, IOT, smart city, block-matching algorithm; macroblocks; video 36 
compression; motion estimation 37 
 38 
1. Introduction 39 
Over 60% of the world population lives in urban areas which indicates the exigency of smart 40 
cities developments across the globe, to overcome the planning, social and sustainability challenges 41 
[40, 41] of urban areas in longer terms. With the recent advancements of Internet of Things (loT), 42 
cyber-physical domains and cutting-edge wireless communication technologies, diverse applications 43 
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have been enabled within smart cities. Approximately, 50 billion devices will be connected through 44 
internet by 2020 [44] which gives an indication of visual IoT significance as need for the future smart 45 
cities across the globe. Visual sensors embedded within the devices have been used for various 46 
applications including mobile surveillance [56], health monitoring [57], and security applications [58]. 47 
Likewise, the world leading automotive industrial stakeholders anticipate the future of driverless 48 
vehicles [59] using the adaptable technologies according to dynamic environments. All of such 49 
innovations and future advancements involve high temporal stream of heterogeneous data (more 50 
specifically video data stream) that needs automation in relation to be stored, represented and 51 
processed effectively.  52 
Many countries across the globe (Australia for instance) have been rapidly focusing the 53 
expansion of CCTV networks to monitor the incidents and anti-social behaviors in public places [43]. 54 
A smart technology produced efficient outcomes in China where authorities have utilized facial 55 
recognition in ATM’s in order to verify account owners to crack down on money laundering in Macau 56 
[50]. Since the initial installation of these ATM’s in 2017, the Monetary Authority of Macao have 57 
confirmed that the success rate of stopping illegitimate cash withdrawals has reached 95% which is 58 
a significant success. Another application of video surveillance and facial recognition cameras is 59 
introduced in Australian Casinos to catch cheaters and thieves [51]. Sydney’s Star Casino invested 60 
$10m AUD in a system which uses this technology to match faces with known criminals stored in a 61 
database in an attempt to deter any foul play in the casino. Such systems may be very useful in other 62 
relevant application domains such as delivering a better standard of service to regular customers. 63 
Despite the exigency and significance of intelligent video-data-based monitoring and decision-64 
making systems, the reliability of the data driven and machine-intelligence based technologies and 65 
decision making have various associated challenges [61]. These interconnected devices generate very 66 
high temporal resolution dataset containing large amount of video data which is needed to be 67 
processed by efficient video processing and data analytics techniques to produce the automated, 68 
reliable and robust outcomes in various application domains. A special case for instance, recently 69 
reported by the BBC is the failure of existing face matching tools that are deployed by the UK police, 70 
as staggeringly inaccurate [47]. Big Brother Watch, a campaigned group investigated the technology 71 
produces extremely high number of false positives to identify innocent people as suspects. Likewise, 72 
‘INDEPENDENT’ [48] and ‘WIRED’ [49] reported 98% of Metropolitan and South Wales Police’s 73 
facial recognition technology misidentify the suspects. These statistics indicate the presence of major 74 
gap within the existing technology that is needed to be investigated to deal with challenges associated 75 
with the autonomous processing of high temporal video data for the intelligent decision making in 76 
smart city applications.  77 
Recent developments enabled the visual IoT devices to be utilized within the unmanned aerial 78 
vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) [45, 46] for the remote sensing to capture 79 
the visual data in specific conditions that are unreachable to human. In contrast to satellites, the UAVs 80 
has the ability to capture the heterogeneous high-resolution data while flying at low altitudes. Some 81 
of the low altitude flying UAVs that are well-known for the remote sensing data transmission in low 82 
bandwidth, include DJ I Phantom, Parrot, and DJI Mavic Pro [60]. Similarly, some of the world 83 
leading industries such as Amazon and Alibaba utilized the UAVs for the optimal delivery option. 84 
Recently, [53] proposed UAVs as a useful delivery platform in logistics. The marketing size of UAVs, 85 
with remote sensing as a core technology, will grow to more than US $11.2 billion by 2020 [41]. The 86 
high stream remote sensing data including the UAVs, is needed to be transmitted to the target data 87 
storage/processing destination in real time using the limited transmission bandwidth which is one of 88 
the major challenges [63], [64]. A reliable and time effective video data compression will significantly 89 
contribute towards minimizing the time-space resource needs while eliminating the unnecessary 90 
information specifically from the high temporal resolution based remote sensing data and 91 
maintaining the quality presentation at the same time. This will ultimately improve the accuracy and 92 
reliability measure for the machine intelligence based video data representation models, automated 93 
monitoring, surveillance and decision making systems within multi-disciplinary application 94 
domains. 95 
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Video Data Compression: A challenge for the aforementioned smart city innovations and data 96 
driven technologies, is to achieve acceptable video quality through the compression of digital video 97 
images retrieved through remote sensing devices and other video sources, whilst still maintaining a 98 
good level of video quality. There are many video compression algorithms proposed in the literature, 99 
including those which targets mobile devises such as smart phones and laptops [36-37]. Current 100 
compression techniques aim to eradicate the redundancy of information in video sequences [38-39]. 101 
An example of such techniques is Motion compensated (MC) predictive coding. This coding tool 102 
approach removes the temporal redundancy in video sequences that on average signifies 50 - 80% of 103 
the video encoding intricacy [1-4] Prevailing international video coding standards, for example H.26x 104 
and MPEG series [5-10, 31], use motion compensated predictive coding. In MC technique, current 105 
frames are locally modeled. In this case, MC utilizes reference frames to estimate the current frame, 106 
and afterward finds the residual between the actual and the prediction frames. This approach is 107 
known as the Residual Prediction Error (RPE) [1- 2, 11, 32].  108 
Fan et al. [62] indicated that there are three main approaches for the reduction of external 109 
bandwidth for video encoding including, motion estimation, data reuse and frame recompression.   110 
Motion estimation (ME) is the approximation of the motion of the moving objects that needs to be 111 
calculated before performing motion compensation prediction [1- 2, 12, 33]. It should be noted that, 112 
block Matching Algorithm (BMA) is a practical method commonly used for motion compensated 113 
prediction.  In this approach, video frames are split into a number of non-coincided macroblocks 114 
(MBs). For current frame, target MB is searched against a number of possible macroblocks in the 115 
defined search window in the reference frame to locate the best matching MB. Displacement vectors 116 
are determined as the spatial differences between two matching MB, which determine  the 117 
movement of MB from one to another location in the reference frame [13, 14]. There exist various  118 
Block Distortion Measures (BDMs) used to determine the difference between two macroblocks, 119 
examples include Sum Absolute Differences (SAD), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute 120 
Difference (MAD) [15]. For a maximum displacement of n pixels/frame, there are (2n+1)2 locations 121 
are looked at to determine the best match of the current MB, in which all of the locations within the 122 
search area are searched. This is method is called Full Search (FS) algorithm that can result in the best 123 
possible match with the highest resolution. The limitation of FS is the extensive computational times; 124 
therefore, new approaches need to be developed to improve computational times.  125 
With the limitations of the FS algorithm, a number of Fast Block Matching algorithms proposed 126 
in the literature to address them [35]. These are designed to minimize the huge computational 127 
complexity. Work on this area began as early as the 1980s, and the rapid progress in the field, resulted 128 
in some of these algorithms being implemented in video coding standards [5-7, 34]. Furthermore, 129 
variable block size and numerous reference frames were implemented in the latest video coding 130 
standards, which resulted in high computation requirements. Therefore, motion estimation has 131 
become problematic for several video applications. For example, in mobile video applications, video 132 
coding for real time transmission is important. This emphasizes that this is an immensely active area 133 
of research. It should be noted that the majority of fast block matching algorithms are experimentally 134 
implemented to fixed block search ME and then applied to variable block search ME [16]. The 135 
performance of each fast BMA is evaluated and compared against the FS algorithm. Their 136 
performance is measured by the reductions in Residual Prediction Error and computational times. 137 
As with other video and image compression techniques, fast block matching algorithms can be 138 
categorized into lossless and lossy. Lossy BMAs can achieve higher compression ratios and faster 139 
implementation times than FS by sacrificing the quality of the compressed video, whereas lossless 140 
BMAs have the specific requirement of preserving video quality.  141 
The main contributions of this research paper are as follow:  142 
(a) A novel technique based on mean predictive block value is proposed to manage computational 143 
complexity in lossless and lossy BMAs . 144 
(b) Providing high resolution of the predicted frame for low, medium and high motion activity 145 
videos.  146 
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(c) For lossless prediction, our algorithm speeding up the search process and reducing the 147 
computational complexity efficiently. In this case, the performance of the proposed technique is 148 
evaluated using the mean value for two motion vectors of the above and left previous 149 
neighboring macroblocks to determine the new search window. Therefore, there is a high 150 
probability that the new search window will contain the global minimum, using Partial 151 
Distortion Elimination (PDE) algorithm. For lossy block matching, previous spatial neighboring 152 
macroblocks are utilized to determine the initial search pattern step size. Seven positions are 153 
examined in the first step and five positions later. To speed up the search process, PDE algorithm 154 
is applied.  155 
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of Fast Block 156 
Matching Algorithms. The proposed set of techniques, termed MPBM Algorithms for Lossless and 157 
lossy Compression, are illustrated in Section III. In Section VI, the simulation results of the proposed 158 
methods are presented. The paper concludes in Section V. 159 
2. Fast Block Matching Algorithm 160 
A variety of fast block matching algorithms have been developed with the aim of improving 161 
upon the computational complexity of FS. Some of those algorithms were utilized in video coding 162 
standards [5-7]. The effectiveness of each algorithm can be assessed by benchmarking with full search 163 
algorithm.   164 
There exist various lossy and lossless BM algorithms where lossy BMAs can be classified into 165 
Fixed Set of Search Patterns, Predictive Search, Subsampled Pixels on Matching Error Computation, 166 
Hierarchical or Multiresolution Search, and Bit-width Reduction. Lossless BMAs include the 167 
Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) and the Partial Distortion Elimination (PDE) algorithm. A 168 
brief overview and recent developments made in these algorithms is presented in the following 169 
sections.  170 
A. Fixed Set of Search Patterns  171 
The most widely used category in lossy block matching algorithms is fixed set of search patterns 172 
or reduction in search positions. Those algorithms reduce the search time and complexity by selecting 173 
reduced set of candidate search pattern instead of searching all possible MBs. By large, algorithms of 174 
these types work on the premise that the error reduces monotonically when the search location passes 175 
closer to the best-match position. Thus, these algorithms start their search according to certain 176 
predefined uniform pattern at locations coarsely ranged near the search window. Then, the search is 177 
reiterated around the location of the minimum error with a smaller step size. Each search pattern has 178 
a specific shape (i.e., rectangle, hexagonal, cross, diamond, etc.) [2, 17]. Examples of well‐known fixed 179 
set of search pattern algorithms include Four Step Search (4SS) [20], Three Step Search (TSS)[18], 180 
Diamond Search (DS) [21], New Three Step Search (NTSS) [19], and Simple and Efficient Search 181 
(SESTSS) [22]. 182 
This category has received a great deal of attention due to their fast detection rates in comparison 183 
to other categories. However, there is a considerable loss in visual quality with the use of these 184 
algorithms, particularly when the actual motion does not match the pattern and so these algorithms 185 
become stuck in local minima.  186 
B. The Predictive Search Technique  187 
Predictive search is a lossy block-matching algorithm which utilizes the connection among the 188 
neighboring and current MBs in which information in the temporal or spatial neighboring MBs or 189 
both are exploited. The algorithm can attain predicted Motion Vector (MV) by choosing one of the 190 
earlier-coded neighboring MVs, such as the left, top, top right, their median, or the MV of the encoded 191 
MB in the previous frame. The MV predictor can provide an initial prediction of current MV and 192 
hence reduces the search points and associated computation by expecting the target macroblock to 193 
likely belong to the area of the neighboring MVs. This algorithm has been widely used in the latest 194 
video coding standards [4, 10, 14]. Also, this method requires memory for storing the neighboring 195 
MVs. It is used in various algorithms, for example in Adaptive Rood Pattern search (ARPS) [23], 196 
Unsymmetrical Multi-Hexagon search (UMHexagonS) [24] and others [25]. 197 
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C. Partial Distortion Elimination Algorithm   198 
Partial Distortion Elimination (PDE) algorithm has been widely utilized to decrease the 199 
computational intricacy and is applied in full search techniques, such as H.263 [26] and H.264 [27].  200 
It uses the halfway-stop method in the block distortion measures computation, by stopping the search 201 
when the partial entirety of matching distortion between current and candidate MBs surpasses the 202 
current minimum distortion.  203 
To accelerate the process, PDE relies on both fast searching and fast matching. The former 204 
depends on how quickly the global minimum is detected in a given search area, which was used in 205 
Telenor’s H.263 codec [17], while the later speeds up the calculation process by determining the 206 
matching error on a candidate MB, such as reducing the average number of rows considered per MB. 207 
Similarly, Kim et al [26, 28, 29] suggested a variety of matching scans that rely on the association 208 
between the spatial intricacy of the reference MB and the block-matching error, which is founded on 209 
the concept of representative pixels. 210 
3. Mean Predictive Block Matching Algorithms for Lossless (MPBMLS) and Lossy (MPBMLY) 211 
Compression  212 
In this section, the proposed mean predictive block-matching algorithm is introduced. In the 213 
lossless block-matching algorithm (MPBMLS), the purpose of the method is to decrease the 214 
computational time needed to ascertain the matching macroblock of the FS, meanwhile maintaining 215 
the resolution of the predicted frames, similar to full search. This is performed by using two 216 
predictors. These predictors are the motion vectors of the two previous neighboring MBs, the top 217 
(MVA) and the left (MVL) as shown in Figure 1 and further illustrated in Algorithm1. 218 
 219 
Figure 1. Position of the two predictive macroblocks in which A represents the location of Moving 220 
vector A (MVA), while L represents the location of Moving Vector L (MVL). 221 
Algorithm1: Neighboring Macroblocks. 222 
Let MB  represents the current macroblock, while MBSet = {S|S ∈ video frame} 
 
ForEach MB in MBSet 
Find A and L where 
- A & L ∈ MBSet 
- A is the top moving vector (MVA) 
- L is the left moving vector (MVL) 
Compute the SI where 
- SI is the size of MB = N×N (number of pixels) 
End Loop 
 223 
The aim of using two neighboring moving vectors for the prediction is to obtain the global 224 
matching MB faster than when using a single previous neighbor. Furthermore, the selection of these 225 
predictors will avoid unnecessary computations that derive from choosing three previous 226 
neighboring MBs knowing that at each location (i, j), N×N pixels are computed, where N×N is the 227 
macroblock size. The neighbors may move in different directions and therefore these MVs are used 228 
to determine the new search window depending upon the mean of its components. The search range 229 
of the new search windows will be the mean of x-components and y-components respectively as 230 
follows:  231 
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We have used the round and the absolute operations to get a positive number step size values 232 
for the search window in both x and y directions. The current MBs are searched for the reference 233 
image using first the search range of ± 𝑥s in the x-axis and ±𝑦s in the y-axis instead of using the 234 
fixed search range of ± 𝑝 for both of them as shown in Figure 2 and Algorithm 2. 235 
 236 
Figure 2. The default search window and the proposed search window. 237 
Algorithm2: Finding the new search window. 238 
Let MB represents current macroblock in MBSet  
 
ForEach MB in MBSet: 
 
Find x, y as: 








Such that x, y ≤  𝑝 where 𝑝 is the search window for the Full Search algorithm 
 
Find NW that represents the set of all points at the edge of the new search window rectangle as: 
 




Since there is a high correlation between neighboring MBs, there is high likelihood that the 239 
global matching MB will be inside the new search window. Hence applying the PDE algorithm will 240 
speed up the search process. The search will stop when the error between the matching MB calculated 241 
from the search window range and the current MB is less than a threshold value, resulting in the 242 
remainder of the original search window not being required to be checked. Otherwise, the rest of the 243 
default search window will be completed. The threshold is computed as N, i.e., the number of pixels 244 
of the MB. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed lossless MPBMLS algorithm.  245 
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 246 
Figure 3. Schematic of the novel MPBMLS algorithm to obtain the motion vector of the current MB. 247 
For the lossy block matching algorithm (MPBMLY), the proposed algorithm will improve the 248 
search matching blocks by combining three types of fast block matching algorithms, i.e., predictive 249 
search technique, fixed set of search patterns, and partial distortion elimination algorithm. The first 250 
type, predictive search technique, utilizes the motion information of the two previous spatial 251 
neighboring MBs, left and top, as shown in Algorithm 3 in order to form an initial estimate of the 252 
current MV. As shown in the MPBMLS algorithm, using these predictors will determine the global 253 
matching MB faster than using only one previous neighbor, while reducing unnecessary 254 
computations. The maximum of the mean 𝑥s and  𝑦s components for the two predictor MVs will 255 
be used to determine the step size.   256 
The fixed set of search patterns, as in the adaptive rood pattern searching technique (ARPS)  257 
[30], uses two different categories of fixed patterns, the Small Search Pattern (SSP) and the Large 258 
Search Pattern (LSP). Moreover, the first step search includes the MVs of the two previous 259 
neighboring MBs with the LSP. The step size is used to determine the LSP position in the first step. 260 
Therefore, seven positions are examined in this step. To avoid unnecessary computations, this 261 
technique uses a pre-selected threshold value is used to assess the error between the matching and 262 
the current macroblocks, which is established from the first step. When the error is less than the 263 
threshold, the SSP is not required, resulting in reduced computation requirements.  264 




Let s = ∑SADcenter (i.e. midpoint of the current search) and Th a pre-defined threshold value. 
 
IF s < Th: 
 - No motion can be found 
 - Process is completed. 
END IF 





IF MB is in top left corner: 
- Search 5 LPS points  
    ELSE: 
- MVA and MVL will be added to the search 
- Use MVA and MVL for predicting the step size as:  








      where step size = max{Lx, Ly}. 
- Matching MB is explored within the LSP search values on the boundary of the step size 
{(±step size, 0), (0, ± step size), (0,0)} 
Set vectors {(MVA), (MVL)}, as illustrated in Fig. 2.Error! Reference source not found.END IFELSE 
- Matching MB is then explored within the LSP search values on the boundary of the step 
size {(±step size, 0), (0, ± step size), (0,0)} and the set vectors {(MVA), (MVL )}, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2 
The PDE algorithm is used to stop the partial sum matching distortion calculation between current 
macroblock and candidate macroblock as soon as the matching distortion exceeds the current 









Let Er represents the error of the matching MB in step 3.  
IF Er < Th:  
    The process is terminated, and the matching MB provides the motion vector. 
ELSE 
- Location of the matching MB in Step 3 is used as the center of the search window 
 -     SSP defined from the four points, i.e., {(±1, 0), (0, ±1)}, will be examined. 
END IFELSE 
IF matching MB stays in the center of the search window 
 -Computation is completed  
LOOP over Step 1 to Step 4 until the matching MB reaches the center.  
The matching center provides the parameters of the motion vector. 
 
The partial distortion elimination algorithm has been applied to improve computation times. 266 
The algorithm will stop the calculation of the partial sum of the current distortion value of the 267 
matching distortion between the current macroblock and the candidate macroblock once the 268 
matching distortion surpasses the current minimum distortion. Since the initial search depends on 269 
two neighboring MBs, the first step search window has a high probability to contain the globally 270 
optimal MB and hence computation times should be reduced.  271 
The SADcenter value represents the absolute difference between the current MB and its 272 
respective value at the same location in the reference frame. MVA and MVL represent the motion 273 
vectors of the top and left macroblocks.  Algorithm 3 provides an overview of the main steps 274 
involved in the proposed mean predictive block marching technique. Figure 4 shows the search 275 
pattern for the proposed lossy algorithms, while Figure 5 illustrates block diagram of the proposed 276 
block matching algorithm, MPBMLY. 277 
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 278 
Figure 4. Solid circle points () correspond to the search points of step 3 in the proposed MPBMLY 279 
algorithm, which includes Large Search Pattern (LSP) and the two predictive vectors. 280 
 281 
Figure 5. The diagram of proposed MPBMLY algorithm. 282 
4. Simulation Results  283 
The performances of the proposed algorithms are evaluated using the criteria of the matching 284 
MB search speed and efficiency in maintaining the residual prediction error between the current 285 
frame and its prediction the same as the full search technique. The results are benchmarked with 286 
well-known fast block matching algorithms including Diamond Search (DS) [21], New Three-Step 287 
Search (NTSS) [19], Four Step Search (4SS) [20], Simple and Efficient Search TSS (SESTSS) [22], and 288 
Adaptive Rood Pattern search (ARPS) [30].  289 
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The simulations were performed using MATLAB running on Intel I CoreIi3 CPU M330@2.13 290 
GHz processor. The experimental results of the proposed techniques are conducted on the luminance 291 
components of 50 frames of six popular video sequences. Three of them are CIF format (Common 292 
Intermediate Format) video sequences (i.e., 352×288 pixels, 30fps), which are “News”, “Stefan”, and 293 
“Coastguard”. The remaining three videos are QCIF format (Quarter-CIF) video sequences (i.e., 294 
176×144 pixels, 30fps), which are “Claire”, “Akiyo”, “Carphone”.  295 
These selected video sequences have various motion activities. “Akiyo” and “Claire” have low 296 
motion activity. “News” and “Carphone” have medium motion activity, while “Coastguard” and 297 
“Stefan” have high motion activity. The size of each MB was 16 ×16 for all of the selected video 298 
sequences. To avoid unreasonable results that result from the high correlation between successive 299 
frames, the proposed and benchmarking algorithms used the two-steps backward frames as reference 300 
frames, which means that if the current frame is I then the reference frame is I-2.  301 
Four performance measures are used to determine the performance of the proposed technique. Two of the 302 
measures are used to evaluate the search speed of the algorithms, which is the time required for processing and 303 
the average number of search points required to obtain the motion vectors.  Two quality measures are used to 304 
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in detecting the predicted frames, i.e., MSE and PSNR, 305 
given by:  306 
MSE =  
1
M × N







In this case M and N symbolize the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the frame, 307 
correspondingly, and 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) and 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) are the pixel values at location (𝑖, 𝑗) of the original and 308 
estimated frames, respectively, while 309 





Where fmax represents the highest possible pixel value. In our simulations, a value of 255 was 310 
used for an 8-bit resolution. The MSE and PSNR between the original and the compensated frames are 311 
measured by calculating the MSE and PSNR for each frame with their predicted frames, separately and 312 
then calculating their arithmetic means. 313 
A. Lossless predictive mean block matching algorithm  314 
Simulations were performed to test the performance of the proposed lossless predictive block 315 
matching algorithm. The SAD metric is used as the Block Distortion Measure (BDM) and determined 316 
as follows: 317 






where 𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) is the pixel value of the current MB C of dimension N×N at position (𝑖, 𝑗) and 318 
R(𝑖+𝑣𝑥 , 𝑗 + 𝑣𝑦)  is the pixel value of the reference frame of the candidate macroblock R with a 319 
displacement of (𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑦).  320 
The proposed lossless algorithm is benchmarked with the Full Search (FS) and the Partial 321 
Distortion Elimination (PDE) techniques. The results of the computational complexity were determined 322 
using: (1) The average number of search points required to get each motion vector, and (2) The 323 
computational times for each algorithm. Table 1 shows the average number of search points, while 324 
Table 2 shows the processing times. The resolutions of the predicted frames using the MSE and PSNR 325 
are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. 326 
Table 1. Mean value of search points per MB size 16 ×16. 327 
Sequence Format FS PDE MPBMLS 
Claire QCIF 184.56 184.6 48.98 
Akiyo QCIF 184.56 184.6 46.2 
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Carphone QCIF 184.56 184.6 170.2 
News CIF 204.28 204.3 121.6 
Stefan CIF 204.28 204.3 204.3 
Coastguard CIF 204.28 204.3 204.3 
Table 2. Computation time (in Second) required to handle 50 frames. 328 
Sequence Format FS PDE MPBMLS 
Claire QCIF 0.351 0.18 0.06 
Akiyo QCIF 0.334 0.11 0.01 
Carphone QCIF 0.336 0.18 0.15 
News CIF 1.492 0.65 0.38 
Stefan CIF 1.464 1.09 0.88 
Coastguard CIF 1.485 1.19 1.03 
Table 3. Mean MSE with 50 frames. 329 
Sequence Format ES PDE MPBMLS 
Claire QCIF 9.287 9.287 9.29 
Akiyo QCIF 9.399 9.399 9.399 
Carphone QCIF 56.44 56.44 56.44 
News CIF 30.33 30.33 30.33 
Stefan CIF 556.1 556.1 556.1 
Coastguard CIF 158.3 158.3 158.3 
Table 4. Mean PSNR with 50 frames. 330 
Sequence Format FS PDE MPBMLS 
Claire QCIF 38.94 38.94 38.94 
Akiyo QCIF 39.61 39.61 39.61 
Carphone QCIF 30.82 30.82 30.81 
News CIF 33.48 33.48 33.47 
Stefan CIF 22.16 22.16 22.16 
Coastguard CIF 26.19 26.19 26.19 
It should be noted that the experimental results indicate that the proposed lossless technique 331 
reduces the search time of macroblock matching, while keeping the resolution of the predicted frames 332 
exactly the same as the ones predicted using full search. Furthermore, the performance of the 333 
proposed algorithm is more effective when the video sequences have lower motion activity and vice 334 
versa. This is due to using the two previous neighbors to predict the dimension of the new search 335 
window, which has a high probability to contain the global matching MB and subsequently, ignoring 336 
the remaining search points. For high motion activity video sequences, including “Stefan” and 337 
“Coastguard”, the number of search points in the proposed technique is exactly the same as in FS 338 
and PDE with enhancement in the processing times, which means that the proposed algorithm uses 339 
fast searching to detect the global minimum in the new search window. Figure 6-8 show the frame 340 
by frame comparison of the average number of search points per MB, PSNR performance and MSE 341 
for 23 frames of “Claire”, “Carphone” and “Stefan” sequences, respectively. 342 
B. Lossy predictive mean block matching algorithm  343 
For lossy compression, the performance of the proposed technique is evaluated by 344 
benchmarking the results with state-of-the-art fast block matching algorithms. The SAD metric (Eq.5) 345 
and the MAD metric (Eq. 6) were used as the Block Distortion Measures: 346 
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where 𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) is the pixel value of the current MB C of dimension N×N at position (𝑖, 𝑗) and 347 
R(𝑖+𝑣𝑥 , 𝑗 + 𝑣𝑦)  is the pixel value of the reference frame of the candidate macroblock R with a 348 
displacement of (𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑦).  349 
Computational complexity was measured using:  1) The average number of search points 350 
required to obtain each motion vector, as shown in Table 5 and, 2) The processing times of each 351 
algorithm, as shown in Table 6.  The resolutions of the predicted frames using the mean of MSE and 352 
mean PSNR are shown in Table 7 and Table 8, respectively.  353 
 354 
Figure 5. Average number of search points per MB, PSNR performance and MSE of MPBMLS, FS and 355 
PDE for the “Claire” video sequence of 23 frames. 356 
TABLE 6. Mean number of search points per MB of size 16 ×16. 357 
Sequence FS DS NTSS 4SS SESTSS ARPS MPBMLY 
Claire 184.6 11.63 15.09 14.77 16.13 5.191 2.128 
Akiyo 184.6 11.46 14.76 14.67 16.2 4.958 1.938 
Carphone 184.6 13.76 17.71 16.12 15.73 7.74 7.06 
News 204.3 13.1 17.07 16.38 16.92 6.058 3.889 
Stefan 204.3 17.69 22.56 19.05 16.11 9.641 9.619 
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Coastguard 204.3 19.08 27.26 19.91 16.52 9.474 8.952 
TABLE 6. The simulation results of time needed to process 50 frames (in. 358 
Sequence FS DS NTSS 4SS SESTSS ARPS MPBMLY 
Claire 0.351 0.037 0.031 0.031 0.037 0.025 0.015 
Akiyo 0.354 0.036 0.031 0.031 0.037 0.023 0.006 
Carphone 0.338 0.039 0.036 0.032 0.035 0.031 0.033 
News 1.539 0.161 0.142 0.136 0.151 0.112 0.079 
Stefan 1.537 0.267 0.232 0.174 0.15 0.158 0.139 
Coastguard 1.551 0.263 0.235 0.178 0.15 0.152 0.14 
 359 
Figure 7. Average number of search points per MB, PSNR performance and MSE of MPBMLS, FS and 360 
PDE in the “Carphone” video sequence over 23 frames. 361 
TABLE 7. Mean MSE for 50 frames. 362 
Sequence FS DS NTSS 4SS SESTSS ARPS MPBMLY 
Claire 9.287 9.287 9.287 9.355 9.458 9.289 9.292 
Akiyo 9.399 9.399 9.399 9.399 9.408 9.399 9.399 
Carphone 56.44 58.16 57.56 62.12 69.62 60.02 59.08 
News 27.29 29.41 28.2 29.6 31.22 29.81 28.64 
Stefan 556.1 661.4 607.2 651.5 714.5 608 594 
Coastguard 158.3 167.4 164.3 166 182.5 164.1 161.6 
TABLE 8. Mean PSNR for 50 frames. 363 
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SEQUENCE FS DS NTSS 4SS SESTSS ARPS MPBMLY 
Claire 38.94 38.94 38.94 38.92 38.89 38.94 38.94 
Akiyo 39.61 39.61 39.61 39.61 39.61 39.61 39.61 
Carphone 30.82 30.69 30.7 30.4 30.1 30.58 30.6 
News 33.77 33.45 33.63 33.42 33.19 33.39 33.56 
Stefan 22.16 21.49 21.81 21.51 21.04 21.82 21.93 
Coastguard 26.19 25.98 26.05 26.02 25.6 26.05 26.11 
 364 
Figure 8. Average number of search points per MB, PSNR performance and MSE of MPBMLS, FS and 365 
PDE in the “Stefan” video sequence over 23 frames. 366 
The simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm (MPBM) outperformed in terms of 367 
computational intricacy. It also aims to preserve or reduce the error between the current and 368 
compensated frames. For the low motion activity videos, the resolution of the predicted frame is close 369 
to the ones predicted by the full search algorithm with enhancement in computational complexity. 370 
While for the medium and high motion activity, the improvement in computational complexity and 371 
resolution of the predicted frames is reasonable in comparison with the other fast block matching 372 
algorithms. Moreover, it should be noted that the ratio between the PSNR and the computational 373 
time of the proposed algorithm gives the best results in comparison to the other benchmarking 374 
algorithms.  375 
Figures 9 and 10 give the frame by frame comparison for the average number of search points 376 
per MB, PSNR performance and MSE of the proposed algorithm in comparison to the state-of-the-art 377 
algorithms for 23 frames of the “Claire” “Carphone” and “Stefan” video sequences. 378 




Figure 9: Average number of search points per MB, PSNR performance and MSE of MPBMLY and 379 
different search. (a)Average for the “Carphone” video sequence over 23 frames; (b) Average for 380 
Stefan” video sequence over 23 frames. 381 
5. Discussion 382 
This paper makes a number of research contributions related to fast block matching algorithms 383 
in video motion estimation. In this case, algorithms are recommended to enhance the computational 384 
intricacy for both lossless and lossy block matching algorithms which is crucial for the effective 385 
processing of remote sensing data [54]. The proposed algorithm will enable the faster and at the same 386 
time, quality transmission of video data specifically, acquired by the UAVs and surveillance cameras 387 
for the remote monitoring and intelligent decision making for the multidisciplinary smart city 388 
applications 389 
Our extensive simulation results indicated that the proposed techniques take advantage of the 390 
fact that motion in any video frame is usually coherent, hence this dictates a high probability of a 391 
macroblock having the same direction of motion as the macroblocks surrounding it. Two previous 392 
neighboring MBs (above and left) have been utilized to find the first step of the search process. The 393 
aim of using these neighboring MBs is to improve the process of finding the global matching MB and 394 
to reduce unnecessary computations by selecting three previous neighboring MBs. To speed up the 395 
initial calculations, the proposed algorithms utilize mean value of motion vectors of these 396 
neighboring macroblocks.  397 
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The use of MVs predictors led to enhance the probability of finding the global minimum in the 398 
first search. Therefore, we have used Partial Distortion Elimination algorithm to enhance and reduce 399 
the processing time. For lossless block matching algorithm, the performance of the proposed 400 
algorithm is assessed using the initial calculation to determine the new search window. The new 401 
search window will contain the global minimum; hence, applying PDE algorithm improves the 402 
search process. Moreover, investigating the remaining macroblocks of the search windows will not 403 
be needed when the error of the matching macroblock from this search is smaller than the previous 404 
determined minimum error value. The proposed technique makes use of three types of fast block 405 
matching algorithm: predictive search technique, fixed set of search patterns, and partial distortion 406 
elimination algorithm to further improve quality and to reduce the computational power. As 407 
discussed in [55], one of the major challenges associated with the high temporal satellite or UAVs 408 
video data processing is the trade-off between the limited transmission bandwidth and high rate data 409 
streaming. An optimal video compression algorithm is essential with aptness of reducing the 410 
transmission load as well as maintaining the video quality simultaneously which is significant to 411 
enhance the quality of data representation model and reliability of intelligent monitoring and 412 
decision-making systems. A typical example of such scenario can be the earlier described video 413 
surveillance-based crime suspects (smart city system) [48, 49] producing staggeringly inaccurate and 414 
dramatic false positive rate (around 98%). One of the major reason of such a failure may be the poor 415 
quality of transmitted data used by the face matching tools in such applications.     416 
In our experiments, we have utilized a number video sequence types and our simulation results 417 
indicated that the proposed techniques illustrate improved results in comparison to the benchmarked 418 
lossless and lossy block matching algorithms. These improvements are measured in terms of 419 
processing time for lossless block matching algorithm. While for lossy block matching algorithm, the 420 
average number of search points required per macroblock and the residual prediction errors in 421 
comparison to the standard fixed set of search pattern of block matching algorithms are improved.  422 
6. Conclusions 423 
In this work, a novel block matching video compression technique is proposed for lossless and 424 
lossy compression. The simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm, when used as a 425 
lossless block matching algorithm, reduces the search times in macroblock matching, while 426 
preserving the resolution of the predicted frames. Moreover, the simulation results for the lossy block 427 
matching algorithm show improvements in computational complexity, and enhanced resolution, 428 
when compared with the benchmarked algorithms which is vital for maintaining the quality 429 
representation of remote sensing data. The proposed algorithm can be utilized into interdisciplinary 430 
innovative technologies specifically related to futuristic smart city applications where the high-431 
resolution remote sensing data specifically the temporal video data is needed to be transmitted and 432 
processed automatically for the reliable representation and intelligent decision-making models. In 433 
our future works, we are aiming to use the proposed algorithm within an autonomous outdoor 434 
mobility assistance system for visually impaired people that will be using live streamed data from 435 
multiple sensors and video devices and compare the performance of proposed algorithm with state-436 
of-the-art techniques in related domain. 437 
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